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a b s t r a c t

This paper demonstrates how the three basic universal ethical principles widely used in social choice
theory, can be deduced as being particular cases of the minimization of a p-metric distance function.
Once this logic unity has been shown, it is postulated how the three principles can be combined by
formulating an extended goal programming model. In this way, possible clashes between the three
principles can be quantified. This quantification could be interpreted as being the degree of sacrifice of
some of the principles in order to reach the final consensus. The operational character of the approach is
illustrated with the help of a simple numerical example.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Liberté, Égalité, "Fraternité” (Declaration of the Rights of Man)

1. Introduction

When we are dealing with social choice problems, hypothetical
conflicts between some ethical principles should not be ignored or
covered up, but encouraged. In many general scenarios the
principle of majority could be incompatible with the principle of
minority, freedom could be incompatible with fairness (fraternity)
or with equity, etc. see [7]. The basic question is “is it possible to
quantify the degree of conflict between the achievements of these
principles in a particular decision making problem”? Or equiva-
lently, “is it possible to compute the degree of sacrifice of some
principles in order to reach a final solution”? In short, instead of a
prior position being adopted, ethical principles should be brought
together until a convergent position is developed. When there are
no easy solutions, a very likely situation, then principles must be
willing to be sacrificed for the good of the consensus or final
solution.

In this paper, we propose an analytical framework for dealing
with three basic ethical principles, derived from the universal
“Declaration of the Rights of Man”. This declaration is considered a
basic pillar of the Western culture. It should be clarified from
the beginning that the purpose of this research is merely to put
some transparency to the possible ethical conflicts and not to
solve them.

The three ethical principles, within a context of social choice,
can be defined as follows:

a) In social theory the idea of freedom is associated with the
Benthamite or utilitarian principle that implies the maximiza-
tion of the welfare of the society by maximizing the sum of
total of the welfare of all the member of the society. Thus, a
maximum individual freedom is preserved [1].

b) The idea of fairness is normally associated with the Rawlsian or
minimax principle that emanates from the “veil of ignorance”,
implying the maximization of the welfare of the worst-off
individual. In that way, the idea of fraternity or fairness is
optimized (see [14], especially pages 75–83).

c) The idea of an even allocation of the total welfare between all
the members of society, thus providing a maximum equity is
usually associated with partial aspects of the Marxian political
perspective.

It is important to be aware that the scientific contribution of
these three leading social scientists is much richer and complex
than their identification with freedom, fraternity and equity;
although in social science literature their names are usually linked
to these principles.

The basic idea of this paper is to apply and extend the idea of
compromise consensus developed elsewhere [6,7] to the simulta-
neous optimization of the above ethical principles. To this effect, a
model is proposed that permits one to detect the possible clashes
between the principles as well as to carry out the quantification of
the actual degree of conflict.

Two caveats should be made. First, this paper does not deal
with the general issue of merging group decision making methods
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with multi-criteria analysis. This orientation is well covered in the
literature, especially linking voting methods and multi-criteria
analysis as happens with the multicriteria approval method ([12]
pages 181–187). A review of this type of method with an applied
orientation can be seen in Kangas et al. [11]. Second, recent
contributions in the direction of searching for a compromise
consensus but with a different orientation with respect the one
followed in this paper can be seen in Sun and Ma [18] and Gong
et al. [4].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, it is demon-
strated how the three ethical principles can be straightforwardly
derived from the minimization of a p-metric distance function and
how they can be combined into a single optimization model based
on extended goal programming. In Section 3,with the help of a
numerical example it is illustrated how the proposed models work
from a computational perspective. Finally, Section 4 presents the
main conclusions derived from this research.

2. Analytical framework

The general setting for the incorporation of the ethical princi-
ples commented on in the preceding section is the following. We
have a society formed by nmembers (i¼1, 2,…,n). Each member of
the society has to give judgment values over m objects (j, k¼1, 2,
…,m). The objects can be electoral candidates, criteria, alternatives,
etc. It should be noted that we do not impose, a priori, any
condition on the type of information in the m objects. In other
words, the nature of the measures used by the members of the
society to express their judgments values could be ordinal or
cardinal, the information could be complete or incomplete, the
cardinal nature could be defined by utility functions or by “pair-
wise” comparison matrices, etc.

The following notation will be used throughout the paper:

– wi�weight or social influence of the ith member or social
group;e.g., the size of the social group or the case of qualified
majority.

– Ri
jk � judgment value provided by the ith member of the society

when he/she compares the jth and the kth objects (i.e., the data
for our exercise).

– RS
jk � final judgment value assigned by the society as a whole to

the jth object when it is compared with the kth one (i.e., the
unknowns for our exercise).

– F� set of conditions that RS
jk must be met; these conditions

depend on the nature of the measures used by the n members
of the society.

– p� topological metric; i.e., a real number belonging to the
closed interval [1, 1].

It should be indicated that the set of conditions F defined above
depend heavily on the characteristics of the preferential informa-
tion provided by the n members of the society. In [6] a precise
characterization of the feasible set F for the following types of
preferential information can be seen: ordinal and complete,
ordinal and partial, and cardinal and complete, respectively.

From the above setting, we have introduced the following
“generator” of social choice functions (see [5,6,7], for technical
details, and [19,20], for the mathematical and preferential theore-
tical foundations of this type of distance function).
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Function (1) is optimized over a feasible set such as:
RS
jkA F (set of conditions)

Model (1) minimizes for a p-metric distance functions the
deviation between the preferential information provided by the
n members of the society (data of the problem) and the final social
consensus (unknowns of the model). Now we will see how from
model (1) several social choice functions can be straightforwardly
obtained, leading to the solutions implied by the three ethical
social principles commented on above.

Let us start by particularizing (1) for metric p¼1, this yields the
following equation:
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The optimal value of (2) over the feasible set F provides the
“best social optimum” from the point of view of the majority; that
is, the Benthamite or utilitarian solution that best preserves
individual freedom.

Lets us now particularize (1) for metric p¼1, this yields the
following equation:

UR ¼ � Maxi;j;kwi R
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The optimal value of (3) over the feasible set F implies the
minimization of the disagreement of the member of the society
most displaced with respect to the majority solution defined by
(2). This solution represents the “best social optimum” from the
point of view of minority; that is, from the perspective of the
worst-off member of the society according to Rawl's principle,
leading to the point of maximum fairness.

The Marxian solution or point of maximum equity derives
straightforwardly from model (2) as follows:
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In fact (4) implies a chain of n n�1ð Þ=2equations which, in
combination with the equation establishing the feasible conditions,
allows the determination of the social allocation of maximum equity.

It is important to note that all the above models present
computational problems. In fact, the existence of absolute values
implies the optimization of non-smooth functions. Moreover, the
system of n n�1ð Þ=2 equations given by (4) represent a very strong
condition that will be met in very few occasions in real applica-
tions. To address both problems the following change in variables
is proposed (for the seminal idea, see [3]):
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By adding (5) and (6), and then by subtracting (6) from (5) we
obtain:
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By using (7) and (8), the optimization problem given by (1)
turns into the following Archimedean GP model (e.g., [9,10]):
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subject to :
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By implementing the same type of substitutions, the Bentham
point or solution of maximum freedom given by (2) will be obtained
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